BROADWAY WORKSHOP
For Booking
Call: 516-492-3114
Email: lisa@tktoursinc.com

Broadway Workshop is a student group workshop program
taught by working professionals, from Broadway stars to casting
directors and agents! Students get an opportunity to explore
their creativity through acting, singing and dance in a supportive,
positive and most of all – fun environment! Complimentary
admission for all chaperones and teachers!

Broadway Rehearsal Workshop
*FEATURED WORKSHOP*
90 minutes
Recreate a true Broadway rehearsal with actual Broadway performers! Students
learn the music, choreography and staging directly from a Broadway cast member
and musical director from a show they are seeing (or a show of their choice).

WORKSHOPS FOR ALL AGES
60 or 90 minutes

Dance Workshop

Stage Combat Workshop

A Broadway dancer teaches
choreography from a Broadway show
while a Broadway performer/teacher
leads the group in full warm up before
the group learns the combinations. The
sessions ends with an opportunity for a
Q&A with our Broadway guest.

Get the students up on their feet to
learn the ropes of stage combat.
Professionally trained stage stuntmen
take your students on a choreographic
journey of stage fighting, always with an
emphasis on safety and collaboration.

Theatre Games/
Improv Workshop

A guest speaker offers inside tips and
coaching towards pursuing a musical
theatre career. The focus is on photos,
resumes, agents, managers, casting
directors, open calls, mailings, “survival
jobs,” audition material, creating a
business plan and many other important
aspects of the performing arts.

Working with a professional actor/
teacher, students actively participate
during this fast-paced session! They
engage in improvisational exercises
designed to heighten focus, creativity,
quick thinking and sensitivity to others.

Business of the Business

BROADWAY WORKSHOP Continued
Call: 516-492-3114
Email: lisa@tktoursinc.com
Special programming recommended for groups ages 18 and up.
*All workshops can be tailored to any age.

The Audition Workshop

Broadway View

Time based off number of students
*Advanced groups.

60 or 90 minutes

 Perfect the audition by working with
a Broadway guest teacher along with
a Broadway Workshop's musical
director on a song/music selection.
(Students need to bring sheet music
in advance of workshop.)

Team Building
90 minutes
 Group works with our staff on
exercises based on the goals of the
group. We give the group the
opportunity to work on teambuilding
and communication skills, as well as
creative problem solving to
encourage them to think "outside the
box."

Competition Broadway
Workshop
90 minutes
 Lead by a Broadway performer, the
group learns music and staging
together, then the group splits up
into two teams in a face-off for their
final performance. Our director will
assess which group works together
to create a dynamic, fun and fearless
performance.

 Group gets a sneak peak at a
rehearsal with professional
performers while they learn the
music and staging taught by a
musical director. Gain an
understanding of how musical
numbers are created and what
makes a performer stand out.

Studio Broadway
60 minutes
 Our host leads a Broadway
performer a la "Inside the Actor’s
Studio" experience - from auditions
to "survival jobs" to performing on
Broadway. In addition, the guest
performer will share music that has
been part of their journey, and end in
Q & A format.

The Broadway Concert
30 – 60 minute concert
1-4 performers and 1 musical director

 Guest artist(s) perform a concert
cabaret featuring songs from
Broadway's biggest hit musicals
(Wicked, Jersey Boys, etc.) This
concert includes a musical director
who accompanies the performers on
a piano or keyboard.

